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Intro:

In my sweet little Alice blue gown

When I first wandered down into town

I was both proud and shy, as I felt every eye

But, in every shop window I'd primp, passing by

Then in manner of fashion I'd frown

And the world seemed to smile all a-round

Till it wilted I wore it, I'll always a-dore it

My sweet little Alice blue gown.

Till it wilted I wore it, I'll always a-dore it

My sweet little Alice blue gown.
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Intro: | Am7 | D7 | G | D7 |

G E7
In my sweet little Alice blue gown

A7 Em7 A7
When I first wandered down into town

D7 G E7
I was both proud and shy, as I felt every eye

A7 Am7 D7
But in every shop window I'd primp, passing by

G E7
Then in a manner of fashion I'd frown

Am7 D7 B7
And the world seemed to smile all a-round

C6 C#dim G E7
Till it wilted I wore it, I'll always a-dore it

Am7 D7 G B7
My sweet little Alice blue gown."

C6 C#dim G E7
Till it wilted I wore it, I'll always a-dore it

Am7 D7 G
My sweet little Alice blue gown."